FIRST OVER EVEREST
the other hand, should the voltage fall below thirteen there was
a grave danger of stoppage in the survey camera motors,
collapse of the heating and other calamities.
It would have been possible to produce an automatic control
for the voltage, but this would have added yet more to the
medley of instruments in the crowded cockpit, any of which
might go wrong at a critical moment.
We decided, therefore, that die observer should control the
voltage by hand. True, this added to his numerous tasks in
flight and threw a considerable responsibility and strain on his
vigilance, but it simplified the installation.
He was provided with a large voltmeter and a sliding
rheostat (see illustration) to be adjusted from time to time by
hand. It was vital to watch the voltmeter, anticipate any
alteration by the pilot in the engine speed, and not allow the
needle to go above the danger point of fifteen volts, nor below
the equally risky thirteen volt marking.
Even with this simplification the electrical system was of
necessity as complicated as that of a modem house, taking into
account the provision for driving camera motors, lighting
various indicating lamps, heating oxygen, suits, gloves, boots,
a multitude of photographic gear, and driving a dictaphone.
A minor worry encountered in planning the electrical
system was that accumulators, when exposed to very low
temperatures, decline to give any appreciable current.
An accumulator was necessary in the main circuit to steady
the dynamo voltage, and serve as an emergency supply to keep
the vital oxygen heaters and heated goggles going in the event
of a sudden breakdown of the dynamos.
The large amount of current required did not allow of the
accumulators being heated, so we partially solved the problem
by packing them in several layers of felt. Even so, if the dynamos
for any reason gave out, the observer would have to instantly
switch off the current to the clothing, camera heaters, and
motors, to allow the minute supply from the battery going to
the all-important goggles and oxygen heaters, and so keep the
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